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 Divorced, beheaded, died. Divorced, beheaded, survived 

1 Tudor times continue to fascinate - and what more fascinating 
story is there than the Six Wives of King Henry the Eighth? 
This classic tale of love, sex, jealousy and excess has been 
documented and dramatised many times - but never like this.   
  

 

2 In the musical SIX, King Henry isn’t centre stage with one wife 
while another wife waits for her turn – or the scaffold.  This time, 
the larger-than-life monarch is nowhere to be seen.  Instead, all 
six women finally get to tell THEIR stories.  
 

 

3 SIX has come a long way.  Its Wikipedia article says that the musical was 
written by two university students – partly while they were taking their final 
exams. 
How incredible is that?  It just shows what is possible when people are 
motivated enough. 
   
The show debuted at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe in 2017 and is now a 
professional stage production all over the world. 
Its concept is best described as - 21st-century girl power. 
As the stage musical’s website puts it: 
“All this time  
They’ve been just one word in a stupid rhyme 
So they picked up a pen and a microphone 
History’s about to get overthrown.”  
 
Divorced, beheaded, died. 
Divorced, beheaded, survived.  
That’s the little rhyme that helps us remember what happened to Henry’s 
wives.   
But who were these women? 
That’s the question.  Perhaps SIX is providing some of the answers, by giving 
the wives the stage.  The fictional dimension provides an opportunity to shine 
a light on what, just maybe, the real wives thought and how they felt. 
 
In SIX, the six women have been re-invented.   
Instead of Tudor Queens, they are Pop Princesses, on stage to tell us their 
stories.   
Each character “channels” a different vibe, influenced by different female 
singers from Miley Cyrus to Celine Dion.    
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_(musical)
https://www.sixthemusical.com/uk-tour/about
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4 Unsurprisingly, SIX has been recognised as a musical with a feminist tone.   
 
I was astonished to find out from The Importance of Feminism in Musical 
Theatre that far fewer musicals, even now, are written by women than by 
men.  Musical theatre has many female fans – but it tends not to be feminist 
in its content.  Producers feel the need to stay “safe.”  Musicals are expensive 
to produce and tickets to see them are, as well, so there is a tendency not to 
push the boundaries – which, it appears, includes having female, 
multifaceted main characters.   
 
SIX, written by a woman and a gay man, pushes those boundaries.   
 
Henry VIII might not have approved – but he’s not on stage, so it doesn’t 
matter. 
 

5 To me, the musical’s plot is novel, yet classic, at the same time.   
 
Not that the plot has been used before in a musical – or anywhere, come to 
that.  It’s just that it’s such a universal story – or rather, it deserves to be.  At 
the start, the six women see themselves as independent from one another – 
more than that, they are fierce rivals.  The prize they are fighting each other 
for is to be recognised as the worst-treated of Henry’s wives.  The “winner” 
will be the new pop band’s lead singer. 
 
In the end, however, the women recognise that to “win” the contest and 
become the group’s lead singer is not good enough.  Being the lead singer, 
after all, means being the least fortunate wife – and so, having the least 
autonomy.  They have been fighting for something that is not, perhaps, worth 
having after all.  After Henry’s last wife, Catherine Parr, points out that 
competing against one another defines them by how highly Henry regarded 
them, rather than as people, the women are finally able to rewrite their 
stories.   
 
They sing the final song together, as a group.  The song is about how their 
lives could have been if they had not married Henry. 
 
The real lesson is not that Henry did not matter – but that they, the women, 
did matter.   
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: Helen King 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

3 LINK Wikipedia: SIX [Musical] 

3 LINK SIX: The Musical 

4 LINK The Importance of Feminism in Musical Theatre 

https://jagsmag.jags.org.uk/?p=847
https://jagsmag.jags.org.uk/?p=847
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_(musical)#Plot
https://www.sixthemusical.com/
https://jagsmag.jags.org.uk/?p=847
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 FURTHER READING 

 LINK VOGUE: With SIX, Playwrights Lucy Moss and Toby Marlow 
Dramatize the Tudor Dynasty—One Power Ballad at a Time 
 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

  
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

 

 

 

https://www.vogue.com/article/six-playwrights-lucy-moss-toby-marlow
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

